
Monday 12/12/2022
Week 2

Visual Arts
Hot Chocolate Mugs
Arts Standards & Common Core Connections

VA:Cr1 Generate and conceptualize artistic ideas and work.
VA:Cr2 Organize and develop artistic ideas and work.
VA:Cr2.1.2a Experiment with various materials and tools to explore personal interests in a work of art or design.
VA:Cr2.2.2a Demonstrate safe procedures for using and cleaning art tools, equipment, and studio spaces.
VA:Cr3 Refine and complete artistic work
VA:Re7 Perceive and analyze artistic work

Students will follow a guided drawing to create the outline for their mug, will use oil pastel to create their own design of
patterns. Students will recognize the small details that are needed to make their mug look three-dimensional.
Vocabulary
3-D objects: where the image looks like it has dimension, or shadows to create a realistic feeling.
Pattern: the repeating of a shape or color in a sequence.
Essential Question
What are some ways that you can make a 2-dimensional object into a 3-dimensional object?

Do you remember how to create a pattern?
Lesson / Instruction / Narrative
Warm Up- Students are given their paper and to wait for instructions, prepared with only a pencil. Students are to follow
my modeling on each step for their general outline of their hot chocolate mug; I do a step, and they repeat on their own
paper.

Studio Time- Students are given a pack of fluorescent oil pastels to color. Students are to be sure to "draw big" to create
a cartoon effect on their art work. Once all details are drawn, students are to use the oil pastels to add color.
Once the timer has reminded me that there is 20 minutes left, I will explain to students that they will be using black
tempera paint to outline their pencil lines to create a more clean image. Students are given a paint brush, as well as a
small cup of black tempura paint. Once they are fully done coloring with the oil pastels, they are to use their black paint to
go over their pencil lines only.

Clean up- When students are finished, they are to make sure all oil pastels are back in the case, bring up to me. They will
bring me their paint brush and the paint cup, to which I will clean off paint brush. Students will place their artwork on the
drying rack, clean off their desk with a wipe, and wash their hands in the restroom.
Formative Assessments

Direct Observation
Purposeful observation of an art performance task which can be documented by note taking, digital media, or checklists.
Kinesthetic Signals
Movement to signal understanding. Hand signals such a Thumbs-Up, Thumbs-Down; Point and Identify
Leadership
Looking at students who show leadership - can assist Peers with their work and or show leadership in small group work.
Praise, Polish, Ponder
A Praise statement on what is successful.
A Polish statement on what can be improved.
A Ponder statement on a question that was raised.

Instructional Strategies
s Check for Understanding
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s Expectations
s Modeling
s Monitor Progress

Materials / Resources / Technology
11X14 inch manila paper
1 pack of fluorescent oil pastels
1 brown crayon (for the hot chocolate part)
1 paint brush
1 small cup of black tempura paint
1 pencil
1 wipe
Differentiation / Modifications
Differentiation for students with special needs: students will have their image pre-drawn and given oil pastels to color how
they choose.
Differentiation for substitute: Sub will be sent with back oil pastels instead of black tempura paint.
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